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Product Data Sheet

Interflex Hazard
Interflex Hazard is a hard wearing anti-slip resistant black PVC matting with high visibility yellow strips down 
each side for workplace safety. Suitable for heavy duty industrial and commercial environments where slip 
hazards exist. The matting is designed to self-drain making it suitable for use in wet areas both indoor and 
outdoor, and is oil, grease and chemical resistant. Connector clips are available for side or end joining to 
create the perfect shape or fit.

For more information about this product or, to place an order click here

Features
Typical applications: Suitable for workplaces 
where slip hazards exist in the processing and 
manufacturing industry.

Material: Soft PVC.

Cleaning: Interflex Hazard can be hand cleaned, 
machine and steam cleaned. 

Sustainability: Recyclable material. REACH 
compliant.

Warranty: Lifetime.

Code Metric Imperial Thickness Weight Type Colour

IH2433 60cm x 10m 2' x 33' 12.5mm 43kg Roll Black/Yellow

IH3233 80cm x 10m 3' x 33' 12.5mm 57kg Roll Black/Yellow

IH3933 100cm x 10m 3' x 33' 12.5mm 72kg Roll Black/Yellow

IH4733 120cm x 10m 4' x 33' 12.5mm 86kg Roll Black/Yellow

IH24 60cm wide 2' wide 12.5mm 4.3kg Cut length - per m Black/Yellow

IH32 80cm wide 3' wide 12.5mm 5.7kg Cut length - per m Black/Yellow

IH39 100cm wide 3' wide 12.5mm 7.2kg Cut length - per m Black/Yellow

IH47 120cm wide 4' wide 12.5mm 8.6kg Cut length - per m Black/Yellow

Connector

Suitable for
indoor and outdoor use
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Interflex Hazard

Technical Specification

Slip resistant: Great slip resistance to level 2

Anti-fatigue: Great anti-fatigue properties, resistant to level 2

Wear resistant: Excellent wear resistance to level 3, suitable for heavy footfall

Water absorbent: The two-layer construction and channelled underbars allows water to self-drain

Chemical resistant: Yes, resistant to most chemicals, grease, and oils

Connectable: Yes, mats are connectable to create any shape or fit

Cut to length: Yes, mat can be cut to length

Cut to size: Yes, mat can be cut to bespoke sizes

Dry area: Yes

Wet area: Yes

Oily and greasy area: Yes

Heavy area: Yes

Environment: Suitable for indoor and outdoor use

Product testing: Slip resistance - Classification R10 to DIN 51130

Sustainability:
Recyclable material

REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restrictions of Chemicals)

Temperature resistance: -5°C to +60°C

Cleaning: Interflex Hazard can be hand cleaned, machine and steam cleaned

Code Metric Imperial Thickness Weight Type Colour

IFC 30mm x 20mm 1" x 1" 10mm 0.01kg Connector Black

Please note, all Imperial sizes have either been rounded up or down to the nearest whole number
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